Abstract Growth of graphite during solidification and high temperature solid-state transformation has been investigated in samples cut out from a thin wall casting solidified partly in the stable (iron-graphite) and partly in the metastable (iron-cementite) systems. To this end, Raman spectroscopy has been used to characterize graphite nodules in as-cast state and in samples which have been fully graphitized at various temperatures in the austenite field. The results show no significant difference between Raman spectra recorded from these samples, suggesting that graphite grows with the same mechanism during either solidification or high-temperature (so-called first stage) graphitization. Transmission electron microscopy investigation is underway for complementing and checking these results.
Introduction
Raman spectroscopy has been used since long for studying various carbon materials, e.g. graphite precipitates or pyrolytic graphite. It thus seems justified to investigate the possibilities of using Raman spectroscopy for studying graphite precipitates in nodular cast irons formed during solidification or by means of solid-state heat-treatment.
Amongst other authors, Reich and Thomsen [1] have reviewed experimental and theoretical features of Raman spectroscopy of graphite. The nomenclature of the bands used by these authors will be followed here. Single-crystal graphite presents three main bands denoted by G, D* and G*. The G band (at about 1583 cm -1 ) corresponds to the E 2g in plane vibrational mode. This should be the only one observed in perfect graphite crystals, together with its very small overtone G* band which appears at a slightly higher frequency than expected (at 3166 cm -1 ). However, even in perfect single crystals, a strong D* band shows up which is related to double resonance [1] . This D* band is the overtone of the D band (at 1370 cm -1 ) that appears in disordered graphite [2] . Tuinstra and Koenig [2] related the intensity of the D band to the crystallite size, and it is now accepted that the D band relates to any kind of disorder [1] . Finally, disordering also leads to a shoulder of the G peak, the D' band.
Lespade et al. [3] have systematically investigated carbon deposits graphitized to various states by heat treatment. They found four possible graphitization indexes to characterize disorder: i) position of the G band; ii) width of the G band; iii) ratio I D /I G of the intensities of the D (I D ) and G (I G ) bands; iv) width of the D* band. All of these parameters are reported to strongly correlate with d 002 distance and with magnetic susceptibility. Cuesta et al. [4] investigated a broader range of graphite structures and claimed that the I D /(I D ? I G ) and the width of the D band should be the preferred disorder parameters. Tsu et al. [5] noted experimentally that the D peak becomes sharper as it's strength goes higher, relating this to a narrowing of the density of state which indicates an effect of distortion in the crystal structure.
Tuintra and Koenig [2] have reported a linear relation between I D /I G and the inverse of the size of the graphite crystallites, La: I D /I G = 4.4ÁLa -1 where La is expressed in nm. Their relation has been used by Nemanich and Solin [6] to evaluate crystallite or domain sizes ranging between 25 Å and 1 lm. Ferrari and Robertson [7] studied an extensive family of disordered and amorphous carbon materials and reported that the La -1 type of law applies for La higher than 2 nm. Cançado et al. [8] with both k laser and La expressed in nm. This expression has the same form as the one reported by Tuinstra and Koenig, but the constant here is three times larger as against those by other authors [8] .
Though Raman spectroscopy appears very well suited for studying graphite in cast iron which is known to present various kinds of defects, very little studies have been found in the literature. Hirlimann et al. [9] analyzed samples with lamellar graphite and reported domains of 4.5-6.5 nm by using the relation proposed by Tuinstra and Koenig. Cooper et al. [10] compared lamellar and spheroidal graphite using a laser beam focused to a spot of size 2 lm. By deconvolution of the D* band into two peaks, they observed that the intensity of one of them was constant from which they concluded that the graphite precipitates were stress free. Estandia et al. [11] suggested Raman spectroscopy for evaluating residual stress in cast iron, i.e. using graphite precipitates as stress sensors. On tensile test specimens ruptured at ca. 240 MPa, they observed a 4 cm -1 decrease of the G band shift. Using data from literature [12] , the authors concluded on a residual tensile stress of 830 MPa. Finally, Amini et al. [13] used I D /I G for estimating the number of layers in graphene obtained from the surface of carbon saturated Ni-C melts. The present investigation makes use of Raman spectroscopy to look for any differences in graphite nodules formed during solidification or by high-temperature solid-state treatment of cast iron.
Experimental Details
A piece of mottled cast iron was taken out from a thin wall casting and cut in four samples. The first sample was left as-cast while the others were fully graphitized by heattreating at 850°C (60 min), 950°C (20 min) and 1050°C (5 min) respectively, and then cooled in air. The samples were then finally cut to give a transverse section (perpendicular to their surface). The four sections were prepared for observation by standard metallographic technique. The diameter of the largest nodule was found to vary from 8.5 lm in the as-cast sample to 11 lm in the one heattreated at 850°C.
Raman spectroscopy was carried out using a Labram HR800 micro-Raman spectrometer equipped with a green laser (wave length k of 532 nm). The laser power was 13 mW and the light was polarized vertically by construction. Two density filters were used to protect graphite from beam damage. The Raman spectra were collected in the backscattering configuration using a confocal microscope with a 1009 objective. The spectral resolution was 2.2 cm -1 (in relation with the 600 lines/mm grating used for recording the spectra), and the focused laser beam had a lateral resolution of 0.7 lm and a resolution of 2.6 lm in the direction of the laser beam. Measurement points were recorded along lines with a step of 0.5 lm, and maps could be generated by recording successive line scans 0.5 lm apart. Every spectrum was recorded in the range of 1000-1900 cm -1 during 60 s. Figure 2 shows the mapping of G and D band intensities for a graphite nodule of the sample treated at 950°C. In both maps, the presence of sectors emanating from the nodule center and expanding towards its periphery is easily observed. Such sectors are very much similar to those seen while observing spheroids with polarized optical light and they appear here because of the polarized laser beam. It is well known that these sectors are associated with the fact that the graphite c direction is radially orientated, and Fig. 1 Example of Raman shift spectrum and of its fitting with Gaussian-Lorentzian functions marked difference in color between two areas reflects a large difference in crystal orientation.
Results and Discussion
In all nodules observed, a central zone with a different contrast can be seen which is related with the graphite nucleus. Optical observation shows these zones having a size of 1 to 1.5 lm. Because of the lateral resolution of the Raman spectrometer used in this study, results from the central area with a size of about 2.5 lm in diameter should be disregarded. Figure 3a shows the I D /I G map for the same nodule as in Fig. 2 . Excluding the very center of the nodule, the change in the I D /I G ratio is limited between 0.8 and 1.2. Figure 3b compares the I D /I G and A D /A G ratios along the horizontal diameter of the nodule section. It is observed that the curves exhibit similar variation along this diameter, and it has been verified that this applies for any diametrical scan. If the central area is excluded, i.e. by not considering the greyed area in the graph, it is seen that I D /I G and A D /A G values are quite constant at about 0.95 ± 0.2 and 1.4 ± 0.2 respectively. The relation evaluated by Tuinstra and Koeing [2] give crystallite size of about 4.6 nm in agreement with the report by Hirlimann et al. [9] . The use of the relation by Cançado et al. [8] gives 13.7 nm. Both values appear much smaller than the thickness of the growth blocks reported in the literature for graphite in cast iron, namely 50-500 nm (see for example Theuwissen et al. [14] ). This necessitates further investigation using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or other means.
Other parameters reported reported in the literature for characterizing disorder were explored. The full widths at half maximum of the D and G bands, denoted by FWHM or C in literature, show nearly constant values over all the section of the graphite nodule, including the center, i.e. the area associated to the nucleus. The positions of the D and G peaks show little variation. It thus appears that these quantities can not be used for characterizing disorder in graphite nodules in cast irons.
For every sample, Raman scans along the horizontal diameter of three nodules were recorded, selecting the largest nodules seen in each metallographic section. In a few cases, the I D /I G ratio appears somehow constant but in most cases it increases with the distance from the nodule center, suggesting a slight increase in graphite disorder during its growth as well as of the crystallite size. Such an increase is unexpected and should be investigated by other means, e.g. TEM.
Conclusion
The Raman results reported in this study show values of I D / I G which are very similar for all samples, with a slight increase with the distance from the nodule centers. This increase seems astonishing as it would mean an increase in graphite defects during nodule growth. It appears anyway that crystalline defects in graphite grown during solidification or during solid-state heat-treatments are probably similar. This suggests that the graphite growth mechanism could be the same when nodules precipitate during solidification or by cementite decomposition during heat-treatment in the austenitic field. Transmission electron microscopy studies are underway for complementing and checking these results.
